
Commercial Building Energy Standards Implementation:
Myth vs Reality

Since the advent of building energy standards almost 20 years ago there have been numerous
standards, and regulations (herein after referred to as standards) developed, adopted, and applied to new
commercial building design and construction. The development of these standards occurs primarily at the
national level, while adoption and implementation occurs at the state and local levels of government.
Many assume that the mere adoption of a standard ensures that compliance is achieved and energy con
serving buildings automatically result from the process. This assumption accounts for the that all
buildings are constructed in compliance with the adopted standard and in reality many are not There are
many different processes by which standards are adopted and and
affect how close reality is to the myth. The paper presents the different processes used throughout the
U"S. to adopt and implement building energy standards for new commercial buildings, reviews available
studies on compliance, discusses the reasons for reduced and suggests programs to lm'Of'C)ve

realities.

Introduction

Can the level of stringency affect the for
successful Yes. The effort needed to
implement and enforce a building energy standard is
directly related to the complexity and of that
standard. A simple standard that is not too has a

probability of being successfully.
Conversely, a more or one with very
Cli"1l"'1lnn,Poni" ............ '" JtIUJt ...... Jt...U~ can be more difficult to ImlDleJrnelt1t
and will level of resource and

to the reaHtiesmore in line with the are
needed. So the true for energy use reduction
envisioned in the standards is this gap
can the methods which state and
local adopt, and enforce building
energy standards. that the process varies
from state-to-state and within states and energy
standards programs to state and local win

the realities. The process, utility
costs, governmental responsibilities, human and
financial resources, and just the fact that differ
across the United States make it for anyone
method of or enforcement to
address the The solution to lmt)ro'ved

energy conservation standards lies in
,,'lh.&..A..... TV,.............. which variables affect the potential for success,
their relative and designing programs to
booster support for those that are most 1-rn'ni"\1~t'Q11"'l't

or'Q""Y"li'r'~_'V'<l of DUlnolLUg energy standards occurs at all
At the national the u.s.

1~n~'SI"'t1n"1l,:::l>1nt of standards and
them to Federal also
standards, as do units govemmenL
standards or other means
establishes and
constnlction. In energy
standard for new commercial establishes
recluurenlents that influences the and construction of
the structure0 upon the administrative
sions contractors,
owners and others win share in the COlrnp,l1aJlce reSDOllSl-

State and local may enforce the
standard to ensure COlTIPJllaIllce. Just as there are C'nt:lbArta>1"C!

in areas with new commercial build-
can be and not meet the building

energy standard. and enforcement is the
to that real meet the

standard.

To establish a basis for the of
OUlllQ1[Dg energy standards there are numerous and
"realities if that must be These help to
the wide variation between the technical of
the energy standard and actual building
construction. Table 1 shows some and "realities"
associated with building energy standards.
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enforcement to ensure Con-
to a recent of Concerned Scientists,

the of a code enforcement network
does not mean that to codes can be achieved at
~CI>I~'ll'tll'll:I'o.~'lI;r low incremental costs 0 the network
may not exist or be functional for energy in many
areas of the ""_""~'Hl'l1'lI'""l1T

Can the means of affect the expected level of
Yes * There being no national preemptive

energy standard for commercial state and local
government are free to adopt their own standards. A

building energy standard may be adopted through state
legislation and contain no means for enforcement other
than legal recourse against the designer or builder 0

Conversely the legislation may direct local government to
adopt an energy standard but provide no oversight by the
state or sanctions on local government Where state legis
lation has granted regulatory authority to a state agency to
develop and adopt (but not enforce) standards these issues
may arise again 0 The agency may have little authority or
control over local government enforcement or may be
understaffed and unable to enforce adequately the stan
dards themselveso



Can the means of enforcement affect the expected level of
compliance? Yes. All codes will require a registered
architect or engineer's seal on commercial building plans
when submitted, but may not require their involvement
during construction. In some states the responsibility for
enforcement and compliance during construction rests with
the architect or engineer of record, who must certify that
the building as built meets the adopted building energy
standards. This places accountability with the designer and
allows state and local government to mediate disputes
between the architect/engineer (AlE) and those construct
ing the building. Most approaches, however, are varia
tions of the typical plan review and construction inspection
process employed by many state and local government
agencies. Plans and specifications are reviewed for con
formance to the standard and then inspections are made
during construction to ensure that the building is con
structed in accordance with the approved plans. Where
plans are not reviewed for energy state or local govern
ment, the seal of the registered AlE win generally be
accepted as evidence of design compliance. In some states
the must complete a special certificate the

complies.

Research Approach

The research utilized a number of approaches to obtain
information about adoption, implementation, and enforce
ment. This included verbal and written contact with the
states, a review of state and local roles and regulations
and published state studies on the issue, and professional
experiences on building energy standards adoption, imple-
mentation, and enforcement This research is con-
ducted in support of a continuing effort to the
effectiveness of building energy standards iden-
tification and treatment of weak points associated with
standards adoption, and enforcement.

Contact with the ~ta.tes

Through direct contact with state agency staff in energy
offices, code commissions, and utility commis-

information on and
enforcement of energy standards was obtained.
This included copies of rules and regulations, codes, and
studies as wen as views and anecdotal information from
those contacted.

Rules and

~e!leC~[ea State Studies on Compliance

Rules and re~~l~ltioins,

and by state and local govern
ments contain information about the authority for adoption
and how the standards are to be and
enforced. This includes the of state and
local in the review and process, the
information to be submitted with OUlll(1JDf!
and the procedures for building Many are
found in the administrative section of the building code
or, where there is a energy standard, the energy
code.

Of the many states that do not conduct review andl
inspection at the state level, few have audited or moni
tored the implementation and enforcement of building
energy standards local government. There is some
communication between state agencies and local govern
ments on standards and enforcement
From these communications staff at the state level are
familiar with what is happening in the but not
enough to report on the level of with the
energy standard. Massachusetts, for feels their

Ke~2aJralleSS of the means of there is a need for
standards enforcements When asked what code was used

1Ur:lsdllctl10n" the person in charge of the bUljldrnl2

nthe red onen
• When asked about

review the same person said these were not
done and the "red book" was used to calculate
fees. Builders in one northwest state State
tlUU(1JtD2 Code indicate that lack of com-

is not their and when the standard is
enforced then win concerned" Communications
with states and a review of the handful of field studies that
evaluate actual construction indicate are not

de~u2Jlea and constructed to meet the build-
energy standards. This situation cannot be lmnf'C)V€:(1

national of state for without
some federal enforcement mechanism the level of com-

would be unaffected. It can be
1) more field studies to the areas in
the and enforcement process that
need and different
standards and and
enforcement processes that win bolster those weak points;

A(11optmg: those criteria and processes to best fit
po,l1tl!cal and administrative and technical and

caj:>aOHltles of the state and local in



in new

energy
jii.,"'""V ........<1. ............A ............' ... ' as shown in

There are numerous
standards are ad()ptt~d

Table 2.

doption of Building Energy Standards

Where the state does not such standards then
authority for adoption reverts to local This
could be county government having the authority to pre
empt cities or with the cities themselves.. The means of
adoption include and of bUlllC1llng

energy standards, or "home grown , as weB as
reference to national level energy standards
documents.. As shown in 'rable 2, states

energy standards either legislation or
regulation. Where a state does not energy
standards, local government typicaHy standards
ordinance and locates the requirements in the local
mUlni(~ip~:ll code title with building construction.. In
addition some utilities have authority to standards as
a condition for utility service..

In most states

esults

standards are enforced because there are requests
for energy standards variances before their building code
board (Plouffe) .. The lack of state resources to conduct
field or studies may by the reason..
A fairly rigorous search found that only California

Energy Commission 1989, 1991), Florida
(Stanton), New York (McQueen), Oregon (Friday), and
Washington (Washington Building Code Council 1991)
had studied and evaluated construction for

and had monitored the implementation and
enforcement process within local government Of these aU
surveyed those involved in building, design and con
........... ~....""' ......""'....... , and a few included a review of building
and/or construction in the field .. "The New York study, for
ms,tan.ce4) evaluated 2 single dwellings in each of 75
ranaoIruy selected localities for plan and actual construc
tion compliance.. lne reviewed enforcement
levels 155 surveys to jurisdictions and 104 sur
veys to code officials ..

The authors have in with state and
local ..r"lr_'II:T.cIl.'!!'O'MI~.::lb1ll"'llt on energy standards adc)'ptlon..
Im1plementa,tlo:n, and enforcement

This includes in activities associated with state
energy standards and as well as
direct involvement in the education and of state
and local officials in over 20 states.. These activities have
also included with state and local in

review and construction these
activities the authors have an into the real
world of energy standard "U'l,,""BJi1.oJl,'U'.!Ul.~ Imple~m~~ntEl

and enforcement.

Based on the outlined research it is to
the and enforcement
of energy standards. It is to

understand that each state is different and has different
associated with energy standards

and enforcement. On one
extreme, some states have no to such stan
dards .. On the other extreme the state conducts all such
act.ivities. these extremes are numerous state and
local scenarios. Because each state is different
no one or method will apply thr'Ou:~h-

out the u.s .. The of a state to
and enforce energy standards can be evaluated

the from successful states with
similar in can be
obtained.

6.. 30 ... Conover



buildings. Oversight of these actions is generally done by
the Governor, a legislative review committee or other state
agency or office. The energy standards may be a separate
document or part of a package of state building construc
tion regulations and will contain administrative as wells as
technical requirements.

building energy standards are proposed, public input
obtained, and the standards finalized. Upon adoption they
become law and implementation and enforcement activities
are undertaken to assure are satisfied.

Implementation

Implementation can be considered an activity that occurs
pursuant to adoption of an energy standard. ImPle~mt~n~l

tion involves development and distribution of educational
and outreach materials, technical assistance, and other
activities to further the application of the standard by the
design and construction community. To implement an
energy standard a copy of the standard must be obtained.
Where the standard is adopted by reference in legislation
or regulation it would be the responsibility of the building
community to order and secure a copy of the standard
from the publisher. In most cases this will cost money. In
some cases it is likely copies will not be secured until
enforcement activities dictate a copy be obtained. Where
the state publishes amendments to an adopted standard or
de",el<JDS their own energy standards are to be
the publisher and distributor, although some states con
tract this to a publishing house. In most instances
it win be the responsibility of those in the building
community to obtain a copy of the standard from the pub-

altJtlOllgn a few states forward copies at no cost.

After a copy of the standard is secured users of the
standard win need technical support Very few standards
are self-explanatory and without need of In
some states there are hodines or technical assistance
services avaiIable& In New for instance, the state
energy office this of service. In others, such
as North the agency responsible for the state
building code win provide support. Generally the
state agency regulatory authority over the standard
win technical support. The level of that support
will upon available resources within that state
agency &

Education and are also important to successful
implementation and many states develop manuals or
workbooks for their standard. Some states charge for
these products while others automatically mail them to
members of the design and construction community.
Assuming these documents are available the time to read
and use them is also a consideration&Members of the
OUJHC11Lng community are generally very busy and do not
have the time to devote to such educational endeavors&
Those that are implementing the standards will 2erler~lHV

make an to use these documents as they have

The divergence in adoption, and ultimately implementation
and enforcement, occurs because each state has different
methods of imposing rules and regulations on its citizens.
In Alabama an administrative Council of the state building
commission approves changes to the energy standard while
in Alaska the LL Governor has final signatory authority.
In Arkansas the state DOE has legislative authority with
reViSions to proceed through the state legislative
counciL The California Energy Commission submits pro

....=rO''1I'11I.rlIi"lI''1l'''lC'l for public comment and, after complet-
submits the rules to the Office of

Law for approvaL In Connecticut
froln the Codes and Standards

of Public Attorney
""''''''''iC1a ..~fo'll,{7o, Review Committee. In Florida

the of state is the ultimate authority for
standards Indiana attorney and
governor of regulations by the tsuuoln2

Commission. In Kansas the state legislative process
is used to standards with proposals submitted

the State similar to
New where the Public Utilities Commission is

Pb0"11C!D~ltn.Jpp. action is in Maine and
Tennessee because the energy standards are
referenced in the O,1nJi'1l.n1t"1a'Mn leE~lslatllon.

In a minority of states with statewide authority, legislation
may adopt therein certain building energy standards. The
legislation will contain the administrative provisions
related to implementation and enforcement as well as the
technical standards directly or by reference.

The common thread to state adoption scenarios is the
granted to a state agency to prom

re.e~l~luo,ns, or the adoption of standards
these processes

of the standards is also an issue. In
some cases the or refer to
a edition of an energy standard. In others the term
Hinost recent edition n

, or similar is used. Where
UP~:1at:m2 of the energy standard is it is
PO;sslltHe for revisions to be made every month, although
most states revise their standards on a three year
The of will affect implementation and
enforceUlent because of the effort involved in the
bU:UClllng COltrullUrJllty familiar with any new standards.



time. Others may benefit from their availability. The
remainder in the design community may have made up
their minds that they are not going to make an effort to
apply the standard unless the standard is going to be
enforced.

In conjunction with education and training efforts and to
improve the level of compliance with energy standards a
number of states provide simplified prescriptive menus,
fact sheets, and other materials that help "demistify" the
complexity of the adopted standard. Where the lighting
criteria require the "ground up n development of a lighting
power budget on a room-by-room basis the establishment
of a total building watts/sq.ft. table can improve the
application of the standard. This is especially important
for small commercial buildings where a registered
architect or engineer may not be involved in the project.
Other approaches simplify thermal envelope criteria into
n'i"'~"'U'\1l"'11lnt1'l11Jb limitations on glass area as a percentage of
wall area based on glass type and shading coefficient The
unification and simplification of calculation methodologies
also improves the ability to implement the standards.

...............''''''''.!l.A.JUi.Im.'1 AV"'II.o8\.JLILI.jllM. .. ujnde~rstan(.m,~'1and applying the energy
standard is critical to the satisfaction of the
n'll"""''Ii'(l1C~1n~'Q therein and the realization· of the conservation
poltenltlw within the standard. the standard may
be and therefore the existence of the
standard must be known to, and understood
those in the Without implementation
efforts the states there can be little recognition and
apl)il(~at]lOn of the unless enforcement efforts and
~VllU;'l.lllli,JlV.::ll create an awareness of the law and spur efforts
to

Enforcement of Building I16n~t3&·~n!'le Standards

.fh1rOU.2n~out the {l.S. there are a number of ways in which
energy standards are enforced. lbe of enforce-
ment are in nature and seek to
1l.rllo.·.... 1i"'11l1"'8:F and correct violations4 such efforts com-

with the or the is intended
to be assured0 however focus on incentives.

In one state the energy standard adopted for state buildings
is stated in terms of an annual energy use Meeting
the in the stage assures an to con-
struct. the by a certain percentage
assures a bonus on the designers fee, one half paid upon

3.ntlt"ova I and one half paid after the first year of
OUl~LaUJU! 01Der~~tl(Jln within budget4 This approach gives the
de~U2Iler some incentive and vested interest to implement
the standard and can reduce the level of enforcement

6.. 32 DO Conover

Coupling utility programs with energy standards, electric
utilities can also increase the level of compliance. In some
instances the electric utility becomes the enforcement
agency, conducting plan review and inspection functions
for new commercial construction and withholding perma
nent service until the building complies. In others, incen
tives such as cash, technical support, and preferential rates
are provided. For the most part, however, enforcement
efforts are undertaken by state and local government and
focus on finding and correcting violationss

Typically the designer must submit plans and specifica
tions to the regulatory agency having review and approval
authority, although in some states there is no enforcement
authority and the resolution of violations is left up to the
courts. In many states plan review and approval is con
ducted by the state. This activity can range from a
detailed review and evaluation of every aspect of the
design submittal to an agency stamp that the materials
have been submitted. manpower resources,
standards complexity, and budgetary issues deter-
mine how thorough a review can be conducted. In one
state the review consists of receipt of a filing fee and an
"approval to construct" being affixed to the plans without
any evaluation of the plans and specifications. With the
fee paid and state the designer was free to
assuming all local had been satisfied.

In other instances local government has the responsibility
for compliance with the energy standard.
Where the state has adopted the standard and passed the
responsibility to enforce the standard on to local govern-
ment the level of review tends to be rather lax4
Where the local receives fmancial and tech-
nical assistance from the state or has adopted the standard
without state intervention the level of enforcement tends to
be more n2orc~us.

Field in plans shows that all of the
necessary information with which a determination of com
pliance in the plan review stage is never present Material
specifications for insulation, equipment, and lighting are
omitted in many cases. Where the person doing plan
review has time they win generally request the missing
information. In other instances they review those things
for which data are provided. Still in others they accept the
architect or engineer's statement that "building materials
and systems to be per energy code" s

Discrepancies between plans and calculations are not
uncommon. Studies conducted by the California Energy
Commission auditing local enforcement of Chapter 53 of
the state building code on energy conservation showed that
8 of 44 commercial building reviewed had higher
lighting wattages that those included in the compliance



calculations. Of the same plans, 25 % took unacceptable
switching credits for natural lighting. These studies also
found that 9 of 49 commercial building plans reviewed
had no calculations provided. The same number of build
ings had a significantly larger glazing area on the plans
compared with that included in the calculations. In other
states, local government response to plan review is they
don't have time to do it or they accept the seal of the
architect or engineer. In still others an approval to
construct is granted as long as the permit fee is paid.

Field inspection seeks to assure that during construction of
the building the materials and systems specified on the
plans and specifications are provided to the site and
properly installed. Field inspection is typically conducted
by local government, although state agencies may be
involved as welL Most inspections combine consideration
of energy features with building, structural, mechanical,
electrical, accessibility, and other inspections carried out

construction. With a few exceptions there are no
inspectors whose sole responsibility is identification of
energy standard violations. Violations typically found are
the instaHation of materials and systems different than
those on the plans~ This includes glass type and
area, and cooling equipment, as weB as 112JtltllJl2

fixtures and In addition improper application of
materials and is also a violation of the
standards. activities are intended to address this
as well.

Some states methods of enforcement different than
the standard Wisconsin, for instance,
requlr~es the architect or of record to at
occupancy that the building was constructed to meet the
state energy standard. then become third party
mediators in between the architect or engineer
and the contractor the structure. North Carolina
and others a form for energy code com-

that must be sealed the architect of enjnn,eer
and which carries the threat of loss of license for a
violation" In Oklahoma the contractor board has
the to take away the contractor's license if
violations are found.

A energy conservation document cited
upjgraarnl$.! blUllldlDl2 codes as a solution to improving the
U"S. energy outlook for the future. Buildings are being
constructed in states that have adopted energy
standards that are over 15 years old" Those buildings,
nO'Ne,rer ~ are not in compliance with those standards. Due

such as turnover in building departments,
and resources for enforcement, lack of

peIJlaltLes, pressures to address other issues such
as seismic and accessibility, and limited state

support the present enforcement system, with few excep
tions, cannot ensure that new upgraded standards are
satisfied. Before upgrading standards to the point where
they are multiple revisions ahead of the capabilities of the
enforcement system, support for and enhancements to that
system need to be made. When local officials pray for the
state to publish a thicker energy standard so it can be used
as a doorstop the message is clear that they need support.
Without that support the speed limit signs can continue to
become more conservative and the police will be unable to
handle the number of speeders.

Conclusions

There are a wide range of different state and local build
ing regulatory programs throughout the United States~

The standards adopted must fit with the state or local
legislative, regulatory, technical, and administrative
capabilities to be most effectively implemented.

The rate of compliance is directly related to the stringency
and complexity of the standard.

Upgrades in commercial standards win not be
utilized until the implementation and enforcement network
is upgraded as well.

'-The methods by which standards are enforced have a
direct bearing on the level of compliance.

tlUl1am~~s are not being designed and constructed to meet
ad.()pte~ blUll~c1ml2 energy standards ~

Information on standards is readily available from
state and local government and very few have monitored
or audited the real level of compliance.

The frequency with which standards revisions are adopted
and become effective affects implementation and enforce
ment success~

Few standards are self-explanatory and without need of
interpretation, fostering difficulty in implementation and
enforcement that must be addressed through hotlines,
manuals, and other support materials~

Unification and simplification of standards criteria
improves the ability to implement the standards and
enhances compliance.

The vigor with which state and local government enforces
standards has a direct bearing on the use of the standards
by the design and construction community.

Myth vs Rea



Incentives to designers to satisfy standards can reduce the
level of enforcement needed to assure compliance..

Available manpower resources, time, financial support,
and standards complexity directly affect the ability to
enforce standards.. This is more pronounced where the
state adopts the standards and places enforcement
responsibility with local governments..

Where a state agency performs functions associated with
Im'ple:me~nUltlc~n and enforcement there is a higher proba
bility that compliance win be achieved..

The present state and local enforcement infrastructure is
not equipped to ensure that new upgraded commercial
standards are satisfied..

The present adoption and implementation process for
commercial standards does not assign accountability or
levy at a level that would enhance compliance..
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Endnotes

1.. It is understood that energy standards also include
energy codes, model codes and other terms.. For the
purposes of the paper the term energy standard is used
throughout but is intended to cover these other terms
within the context of the presentation..
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